Zernike phase contrast optics has been demonstrated to be effective in enhancing image contrast for biological specimens. The Zernike phase plate is a thin carbon film with a central hole positioned at the back focal plane of the objective lens (OL) which shifts the modulation of the contrast transfer function from a sine to a cosine function, thereby enhancing the image contrast at low spatial frequencies while maintaining the high resolution information. Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) uses a transmission electron microscope (TEM) to study macromolecular complexes in their native state. It can also reveal small molecular components in a large macromolecular assembly or identify various subcellular components in a cryo-electron tomogram of cells [1,2]. In order to study complexes that are either small, conformationally heterogeneous or that reside in a crowded cellular environment, the overall system must be able to provide high resolution images with adequate signal-to-noise ratio. The set up of robust TEM and fabrication of enduring phase plates have been challenging. It is a major challenge to build a fully integrated, high performance TEM that is both user-friendly and robust enough to study various biological systems. Progress has been made by different commercial sources using various methods to make the Zernike phase plate and custom configuration of both hardware and electron optics of JEM2200FS. Over the past several years, we have been optimizing our JEM2200FS for high resolution Zernike phase contrast cryo-EM. An important consideration in configuring such a system depends on a number of parameters including the objective lens configuration, anti-contaminator design and types of cryo-specimen tilt holders. Figure 1 shows two configurations in JEM2200FS electron microscope. Their primary differences lie on the design of the anti-contaminator and the focal length of the objective lens. Due to the limited life span of phase plates, we installed an airlock system to allow for the rapid exchange of phase plates without breaking the microscope vacuum. However, the pole piece had a relatively long focal length as well as a weak prefield, which required a long exposure time to achieve a typical single particle cryo-EM dose rate. We then installed a new pole piece with a shorter focal length that has a smaller illumination area, which increased the dose rate to an optimal value (Fig. 1) . However, the degree of contrast improvement from the Zernike phase plate depends on its cut-on frequency, which is inversely proportional to the diameter of the central hole and directly proportional to the effective focal length of the lens. Therefore, to recover the contrast lost with the shorter focal length pole piece, we fabricated smaller diameter holes (Fig. 2) . As an alternate strategy, we installed another airlock phase plate system at the selected area (SA) aperture, which is at back focal plane of objective mini lens (conjugate to the back focal plane of the OL). This configuration increased the effective focal length (Fig. 3) approximately two times. Using the phase plate in the SA position, we can now also use an objective aperture at the OL back focal plane, which has the added benefit of reduced specimen charging. However, SA phase plate configuration has a maximum microscope magnification of 25,000x. We also evaluated the performance of our system with a series of experiments. Image distortion for SA phase plate configuration did not appear to be significantly greater than that from standard imaging mode based upon catalase crystal diffraction standards. Our ongoing tests show the graphitized carbon lattice spacing (3.4 Å) with the OL phase plate and 12.35Å diffraction spots from a frozen hydrated
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